Nuvias UC & EPOS | SENNHEISER
Nuvias UC believe in offering premium quality audio products for the UC channel;
that’s why we partnered with EPOS | SENNHEISER.
We offer the full portfolio of EPOS | SENNHEISER Enterprise products, while
bringing a range of value-added, technology enablement services to assist
channel partners.
The team at Nuvias UC have a wealth of experience in all things
EPOS | SENNHEISER. Whether you’re looking to build a margin-rich audio/visual
bundle incorporating EPOS | SENNHEISER technology, or advising end users on
simple product comparisons, Nuvias UC are here to help every step of the way and
make your communication needs as seamless as possible.

ADAPT 400
Boost productivity with ANC. The in-ear
neckband headset to maintain concentration in noisy
environments with an advanced four microphone ANC
system.
Clear business calls with UC optimised solution.
Impressive sound with a Microsoft Teams certified/
UC optimised solution and subtle vibrating neckband
signalling incoming calls.
Enjoy superior comfort and fit. Lightweight
construction and comfortable earbuds with a choice of
four ear tips, plus versatile single or double-sided use.
Stay connected to your favourite devices. Multi-point
connectivity to two actively paired Bluetooth® devices
and eight devices in the pairing list .
Talk all day. With up to 13 hours of talk time.

ADAPT 500
Get clearer calls on demand. The discreet, foldable
boom arm and two advanced microphones optimise
voice pick up for clearer office and mobile calls.
Concentrate anytime, anywhere with ANC. Four
ANC microphones reduce background noise to
increase work focus, together with plush ear pads for
good sound isolation.
Ensure clear calls with UC certified solution.
Certified for Microsoft Teams and optimised for UC
Work your way. Portable design that works the way
you do with discreet boom arm, music performance,
noise cancellation and long battery life.
Enjoy comfort and convenience. Soft, on-ear
wearing style for all-day comfort. Ear cups rotate
and dual-foldable design fits neatly into the handy
carry case.

ADAPT 600
Superb call clarity powered by EPOS AI™. Machine
ADAPT 600
learning developed algorithms optimise voice pick up,
for a natural listening experience from three advanced
microphones.
Regain concentration anytime, anywhere. Four
adaptive ANC microphone system monitors your
working environment and adjusts noise reduction in
open offices, while reducing wind noise outdoors.
Get organized with Alexa. Tap and hold to activate
Alexa and stay on top of your day-today business. Never
miss a meeting and plan your schedule both in and out
of the office.
Ensure clear calls with UC certified solution. Certified
for Microsoft Teams and optimised for UC.
Experience superior sound to increase your focus.
Renowned stereo sound and a personalised audio
profile means you can enjoy high-quality music to help
your focus on work.

ADAPT 300
The first of the ADAPT line offers a professional, minimalist
design with noise dampening double ear cups created to
maximise comfort and minimise external distractions.
The robust, foldable headset allows the user to transport the
ADAPT 360 anywhere, taking up minimal space. This is made
even easier with an accompanying carry case.
Despite the compact, portable design, EPOS | SENNHEISER still
does not compromise on quality. The ADAPT 360 still brings the
same high-level, premium audio quality that comes with the
wider portfolio.

Features
Product

ADAPT 360

Bluetooth®

Y

Active noise
cancellation

Y

Microsoft Teams
certified

Y

USB dongle and
carry case
MSRP

Y

£219

Also available in white and with
USB dongle and carry case

Release Date
OUT NOW.

ADAPT 400
A versatile, wireless earphone designed for the mobile worker,
the ADAPT 400 provides the end-user with the ability to
collaborate and stay connected to colleagues and business
partners from anywhere, without compromising on audio
quality.
The easily adjustable headband provides maximum comfort
with a subtle, built-in vibration to signal incoming calls, while
providing the channel with a premium audio solution with the
ability to be used from anywhere.
The ADAPT 460T also offers a fully optimised Microsoft Teams
solution for further integration with the UC channel.

Features
Product

ADAPT 460

ADAPT 460T

Bluetooth® in-ear
neckband

Y

Y

Optimised for UC

Y

N

Microsoft Teams
certified

N

Y

MSRP

£259

£259

BTD 800 USB-C PC dongle

Seamlessly designed to integrate into EPOS Bluetooth® headsets:
• Rapid Bluetooth® connection to the headset without the
need for technical installation.
•

Increased range up to 25 meters/ 82 feet from the PC.

Release Date
OUT NOW.

•

Maximise the potential of the Unified Comms environment
with MS Teams and major UC partners.

ADAPT 500
The ADAPT 500 offers the channel an on-ear, noise cancelling
option for end-users and channel partners, removing external
distractions and allowing a greater focus in open office
environments.
The adaptable headset style and 30-hour battery life gives
ultimate flexibility combined with a stylish design while being
UC optimised and fully integrated with Microsoft Teams.

Features
Product

ADAPT 560

ADAPT 563

Includes BTD 800
USB Dongle and
Carry Case

Y

N

Y

Y

Microsoft Teams
certified

Y

N

MSRP

£259

£219

Optimised for UC

Accessories
•

Carry case; MSRP €19.99 / $21.99 / £17.49.

Release Date

•

ADAPT 560 earpads; MSRP €13.59 / $14.99 / £11.79.

OUT NOW.

•

USB-C cable; MSRP €9.99 / $10.99 / £8.49.

ADAPT 600
EPOS | SENNHEISER’s comprehensive headset offering to the UC
channel. The ADAPT 600 includes optimised, machine learning
technology, powered by EPOS AI to enhance
microphone performance, giving the end-user superior,
crystal clear sound.
The ADAPT 600 also gives environmental control back to the user,
allowing external noise to be reduced accordingly with adaptive
ANC.
Control is very much a continuing theme with this headset. With
a dedicated button to launch Microsoft Teams in and instant, and
an integrated Alexa Voice Assistant, the ADAPT 600 provides the
channel with a comprehensive efficiency boosting option for the
mobile workforce.

Features
Product

ADAPT 660

Virtual Assistant
integration

Y

Hybrid ANC

Y

Talk Time (up to/
hours)

30

Microsoft Teams certified

Y

MSRP

£349

Accessories
•

HZP 49 Earpads; MSRP €19.99 / $21.99 / £17.49.

•

USB-C Dongle; MSRP €69/ $89.

Release Date

•

USB cable; MSRP €9.99 / $10.99 / £8.49.

OUT NOW.

•

Audio Cable; MSRP €9.99 / $10.99 / £8.49.

For more information on the ADAPT Series and the wider EPOS | SENNHEISER portfolio, email
sales@siphonnetworks.com or call 01635 225 000.

